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The poems which are presented here, in their Persian text as 
well as in Turkish and English translations and together with the 
pictures belonging to the first part of the text (couplets 1-139), 
are taken from a Persian manuscript of the Istanbul University 
Library. It is registered there under F 1404. It is richly illustrated 
and illuminated. Its binding is also quite elaborate, but from the 
standpoint of penmanship the artistic value of the book is somewhat 
lower. It contains 153 folios. 

The name of the book is Shahinshâhnâma. According to the inform-
ation giyen on page 153a, the author's name is `Alâ al Din al Man-

~ûr; and he was from Shirâz, in Persia. In his concluding poems on 
pages 15213 and 153a the author states that he has completed this 
book in the year 989 of the Hegira, on the last day of Ramaçlân 
(October 28, 1581), and adds that this is the first volume of his work 
and expresses hope that he will be able to prepare the second one too. 

The book is a chronicle dealing with the earlier parts of the 
reign of Sultan Murad III, Ottoman king (1574-95), and it is 
all in yerse and in the Persian language. It starts out with poems 
praising God and the Prophet, and these are followed by poems on 
the coronation of Murad III. The rest of the book consists of poems 
on miscellaneous events of historical importance. It is in accordance 
with this scheme that the poem about the Istanbul Observatory 
finds its place in the book. The poem on the comet of 1577 forms 
a kind of introduction to the one dealing with the war with Persia. 

The picture showing the astronomers in a group was published 
before by Fehmi Edhem and Ivan Stchoukine 1  and that of the 

1  Fehmi Edhem et Ivan Stchoukine, Les manuscrits orientaux illustris de la 

BibliotHque de l'Universit6 de Stamboul, Paris 1933, plate 3, fig. 6. 
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comet by A. S. ünver. 2  In his Archives of the Institute of the History 
of Meclicine, Istanbul University, Professor ünver has beautiful 
reproductions of the three pictures of this text, namely the above-
-mentioned two as well as that of the armillary sphere, and he kindly 
showed them to me; Dr. Adnan Erzi, assistant professor of history, 
Ankara University, had, on a previous date, drawn my attention 
to the picture in Edhem and Stchoukine. My contact with the present 
text has been through these items of information. To my knowledge, 
the text of these poems has nowhere been published or analyzed 
before. 

The text is not very easy, in the sense that at times it is not 
very clear. This is apparently because the requirements of versifica-
tion have at times had the upperhand over those of clarity in meaning. 
The script is very legible, however, and as will be noticed, only few 
corrections had to be made. In a few instances, obvious corrections 
of dots and certain additions of diacritical marks were made without 
indicating them in the footnotes. In the translations I have tried 
to keep each couplet and even each hemistich independent, and 
only rarely has this proved impossible. 

The numbers assigned to the couplets are mine. Couplets 1-139 
belong to pages 55a-58b, and couplets 140-176 are from pages 
144a-145a, near the end of the book. The uninterrupted sequence 
from 139 to 340 in these numerals and their beginning with number 

are, therefore, for convenience of reference and are not in conform-
ity with their place in the complete text of the Shahinsl~dl~nd~na. 

Poems on observatories are extremely rare in Islarnic literature, 
although certain hills where observatories were located for a short 
time were praised by poets for their beautiful views. I have appended 
an Arabic poem on Nasir al Din al Tüsi and the Marâgha Obsev-
atory in my paper read at the Nasir al Din al Tüsi Congress held 
in Tehran during the last week of April, 1956, 3  and apparently 
these two are the only ones of their kind that have come to light 
so far. The present poem is much longer and much more detailed 
compared to the one on the Marâgha Observatory, however, and 
it constitutes a very vakable document. In fact, thanks to this poem, 

Vatan (A daily newspaper of Istanbul), January 24, 1950. 
Dil ve Tarih-Co~rafya Fakültesi Dergisi, yol. 14, 1956, p. 13 
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our information concerning the Istanbul Observatory has enriched 
considerably. 

As will be observed, this poem abounds in exaggerated state-
ments and poetic expressions. But in matters pertaining to the Is-
tanbul Observatory, which are the only ones relevant to us here, 
it appears to be very accurate, so far as we have the possibility of 
comparing them with information deriving from other sources. We 
may therefore consider it reliable in items of information in which 
it constitutes, for the time being at least, our only source. 

From couplet 107 it is clear that the poems concerning the 
foundation of the Observatory were written before the demolition 
of that institution, and this is rather fortunate. For these poems are 
written in a spirit quite different from those concerning the des-
truction, where the poet undoubtedly had to be tactful. Had he 
written concerning the whole event after the destruction of the Observ-
atory, his poems concerning the foundation too might have been 
brief as well as pervaded by antiscientific and fatalistic attitudes 
instead of the enthusiasm and confidence in astrology prevailing at 
the time of foundation. From the part listing and describing the 
scientific work accomplished in the Observatory, it becomes quite 
certain, however, that these poems were written at a time which 
was pretty close to the end of that institution. 

Up to the present time, practically all our information con-
cerning Istanbul Observatory was contained in an article by Mordt-
mann, 4  and since the publication of that article practically no new 
sources had been published on the subject. From Mordtmann's 
article the date of foundation of the Observatory could not be deter-
mined clearly, and as some of the available dates were very close 
to its date of demolition, which is known quite precisely, it seemed 
likely that no work of any importance took place in that institution. 

The vagueness of our information concerning the date of found-
ation of the Observatory arises partly from the fact that the crea-
tion of such an institution naturally takes some time, and a second 
complication is due to the possibility of confusing statements con- 

J. H. Mordtmann, Das Observatorium des Tayi al _Din zu Pera, Der Islam, 

yol. 13, 1923, p. 82-96. 
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cerning the activity of constructing tables with that of constructing 
buildings or instruments. 

From a statement of Al `Urlli, one may guess that the construc-
tion of the instruments of the Marâgha Observatory took not less 
than three years. 5  It is natural enough, on the other hand, that 
observations should start before the completion of all the instruments, 
and that the construction of the instruments should be put into an 
order for such purposes. There is a slight indication of the possibility 
of the existence of such a procedure in the Marâgha Observatory, 6  

and couplet ~~ o6 of our poem too seems to refer to such a situation 
in connection with the Istanbul Observatory. 

It is stated here that Taqi al Din started full-scale observations 
in the year 985, with all necessary preparations of major and minor 
importance completed. The year 985 extends from March 1577 to 
March 1578. This could be taken to mean the earlier parts of 985, 
since in the chronologically arranged sequence of the text it pre-
cedes the appearance of the comet which took place on the first 
night of Ramaçlân, 985 (November 12, 1577), i.e., during the ninth 
month of that year. With this poem, therefore, we have clear inform-
ation concerning the year of the completion of the Observatory, 
but the date of the beginning of the construction or of the royal 
decree for its foundation remains unknown. 

The life of the Observatory came to an abrupt end. It was demo-
lished in January 1580. 7  Up to the present, our information con-
cerning the date of foundation of this institution rested mainly upon 
the following items. A decree of 1578 that a certain collection of 
books be placed at the disposal of Taqi al Din, the Director of the 
Observatory 8,  suggested that the Observatory had probably been 
completed at that time. European documents of the later months 
of ~~ 577, i.e., two letters of S. Gerlach, also indicated thafjthe Observ-
atory, with some of its instruments at least, had reached the stage 

Hugo J. Seemann, Dze Instrun~ente der Sternwarte zu Marâgha nach den Mitteil-
ungen von Al •Ur.li, Sitzungsberichte der Physikalisch-~nedizinischen Sozietiit, Erlangen 
1928, yol. 6o, p. 27. 

Seemann, ibid., p. 43. 
7  Mordtmann, p. 83. 
8  Mordtmann, p. 82. 
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of completion in or before those months, 9  but again it was not clear 

from these statements whether there was some construction work 
stili going on or not. Gerlach refers to a projected work of seven 
yearsl° and at a later date, Schweigger reports that Taqi al Din has 

worked for nearly seven years. 	̀Atâi, moreover, states that the 
Observatory was demolished just when work had neared completion. " 
From these statements Mordtmann concludes that the construction 
of the Observatory was to take seven years and that it probably 

started in 1575. 12  Hence, the conclusion and impression that no 

work was done in the Observatory. 13  

Even without the present poem it was quite clear that the "work" 
mentioned in connection with the Observatory referred to work 
done in the Observatory and not solely to construction activity. 
Mordtmann also takes the work "ra~ad-i-jadid" to mean "the new 
method" instead of the "new observations" or "the new Observ-

atory", 14  and this is instrumental in leading him to the idea that 
Taqi al Din introduced new European methods into Turkey, besides 
shading the meanings of the statements from the viewpoint of work 
done in or on the Observatory. The source statements in question 
are quite clear and traditional, however, and occur in connection 
with the foundation of practically all the earlier Islamic observatories 
concerning which we are in possession of some statement with respect 
to the reason and purpose of their foundation. 

The "seven years" in question could refer to an observation 
program of that duration, since one source speaks of a projected 
work of seven years. On the other hand, however, as mentioned 

before, 	says that work had almost been completed when the 
Observatory was demolished and Schweigger states that Taqi al Din 
spent nearly seven years with the instruments. The period extending 
between 985 and the date of demolition becomes too short, there-
fore, and the interpretation of couplet ~o6 as meaning that there 

° Mordtmann, p. 85, 86. 
10 Mordtmann, p. 86, 87. 
11  Mordtmann, p. 83; `Atâi, Dhyal al shaqâiq, 1268, vol. ~ , p. 286. 

12 Mordtmann, p. 88. • 
13 Mordtmann, p. 88; A. Ad~var, Osman!, Türklerinde ilim, Istanbul 

13. 84.  

14  Mordt~nann, p. 83, 89, 93, 94, 95. 

1943,  

Bdiet~n C. XX 28 
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was some activity in the Observatory before it was fully completed 
becomes not only reasonable but also necessary. It should be 
noted that couplet 71 also is probobly in agreement with such an 
interpretation. 

When we assume with Mordtmann that the construction of the 
Observatory started in 1575, this would leave less than three years 
for construction activities and would allow, at the most, for nearly 
three years' full-scale work, and the total number of years would 
hardly reach five. One might have therefore ventured to guess that 
the construction of the Observatory started in 1574, but this happens 
to be practically impossible. For the initial acts concerning the found-
ation of the Observatory occurred during Sultan Murad's reign 
which started in December 21, 1574 (8 Ramaçlân 982). 15  

Our poem does not specify the date of the initial acts of found-
ation, but the poem concerning the Observatory follows an item 
about conquests in Marrâkash and the arrival of a letter and presents 
from the governor of Morocco. These seem to refer to certain events 

which took place in 1574 and 1575, 16  and therefore the year 1575 
appears to be a very good assumption and quite correct. 

'MM says, " ... the matter having been presented to the viziers 
also, in the year 987, which is in the beginnings of Murad Khan's 

reign, the observation well was brought into existence on the hill 
over Topkhâna and its cost was paid out of the Royal treasury". 17  

This passage has been interpreted as indicating the date of the begin-
ning of the foundation of the Observatory, 18  and as `Atâi states in 
the same passage that the Observatory was demolished on 4 Zil- 

hijja 987 (January 2 I, I 58o), this leaves less than a year for the life, or 
better, the birth of the Observatory. This text of `Atâi may possibly 
explain the statement of another source to the effect that the Observ-
atory was founded in 987 and demolished after a year's time. 19  

As the first date mentioned in `Atâi is undoubtedly wrong, one 
may think that the mistake belongs to the printed text only. I have 

15  t. H. Uzunçar~~ll, Osmanl~~ Tarihi, yol. 3, part t, Ankara 5951, p. 42. 
" Uzunçar~~ l~, ibid., p. 46. 
17 

 

Of,. cit., yol. t, p. 83. 
15  Mordtmann, p. 83. 
15  An unpublished notebook of Husayn Aywânsarâyi. See A. S. enver, 

Ali Ku~ri, Istanbul 1948, p. 77-78; see also note 56 below. 
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consulted a good manuscript of this work, however, and the text 
there is exactly the same. 20  The first date giyen by 'Mpi is therefore 
wrong, the only alternative being that after the completion of the 
Observatory and the initiation of full-scale work in it in 985, an 
observation well was added to the institution in 987. 

One point does not seem quite satisfactory, and this is that we 
have not been able to account for the contention that Taqi al Din 
spent nearly seven years on this matter. The author of the Raw(la 

al abrâr gives a date for the destruction of the Observatory which is 
not the same as that giyen by `Atâi. The former gives the Muharram 
of 988 21  while 'MM says 4 Zilhijja 987, but as they differ by one 
month only, this does not have much effect on the point in ques-
tion. In our poem the date of demolition is not specified, but shortly 
after it (on page 149a) comes a poem concerning the death of the 
Grand Vizier Ahmed Pasha, and this took place in the third month 
of 988 (April 158o).22  

The date 981 is the eariest specifically mentioned date which 
occurs in connection with some of Taqi al Din's work of constructing 
the astronomical tables, 23  and this would straighten out the prob-
lem of accounting for an activity which lasted for nearly seven years. 
It is possible, therefore, that Taqi al Din, who became head-astro-
nomer in 979, i.e., before Sultan Murad's reign, had procured cer-
tain portable instruments and had started systematic work with 
them. Thus the "seven years" may include this preliminary activity 
also. 

It is of interest in this connection that, as mentioned below, 
an eclipse of the year 984 was observed from the house of Khwâja 
Sa`d al Din and not from the Observatory. For this would appear 
as a negative evidence, though not a conclusive one of course, so 
far as our interpretation of couplet 106 is concerned, namely that 
work started in the Observatory before all preparations and con-
struction work were completed. 

20 Istanbul University Library, T 1201, p. 163a. 
21  Qara Chalabi Zâda `Abd al 'Aziz, Rawda al abrâr, Cairo 1248, p. 462; see 

also, A. Ad~var, p. 84, note t. 
22  Uzunçars~ l~, ibid., yol. 3, part 2, p. 340. 

23  See note 37 below. 
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In short, it is very likely that the "work" mentioned in our 
sources includes some of Taqi al Din's activities prior to the con-
struction of the Observatory, and that, in addition and more specifi-
cally, it refers to both construction and observation in connection 
with the Observatory, but this could hardly have been meant in the 
sense of non-overlapping construction and observation. For in 
such a case, our sources would imply that the observation program 
planned was not longer than three years at the most, and this would 
not be reasonable. Indeed, although the kings were anxious to shorten 
the observation programs and the astronomers naturally had to 
comply with such desires, the ideal observation program was one 
of not less than thirty years, corresponding to a complete revolution 
of Saturn, the planet of the longest period, for the astronomers of 
Islam. 

In fact, it is related that when, in the course of the deliberations 
connected with the foundation of the Marâgha Observatory, Hü-

lâgû found out that the observations needed for the construction of 
the projected tables would, in accordance with the recommendations 
of astronomers of earlier times, take thirty years, he was so disappoint-
ed that the original project had to be altered and a new observation 
program of twelve years had to be arranged. 24  Again, Ismâ'il I, 
Safawi king of Persia (1502-24) gaye up his project of having the 
Marâgha Observatory reconstructed and revived, when he found 
out that the improvement of the existing tables necessitated an observ-
ation program lasting for thirty years. 25  <Abd al Mum<in al 
`Amili, writing in 1562-63, also speaks of the necessity of thirty 
years' observation programs. 26  

The objection of the kings to thirty years was of an astrological 
nature; they were anxious to profit personally from the new tables. 
Mulyammad ibn 'Ali al Wabkanwi, author of the Zij al mullaqqaq 

al sulrdni, written for Abû Sa`id Bahâdur Khân (1603-63), the 
Uzbek King, also points to the necessity of thirty years' obsrvation 

24  Nasir al Din al Timi, 	 MS., Istanbul University Library, F 300, 
p. 4a ; Ankara University, Library of the Faculty of Letters, ismâ'il Sâip Sencer 
Collection, No. 1-2829, p. 7b. 

25  M.F. Köprülü, Masâga Rasathanesi, Belleten, yol. 6, 1942, p. 225. 
24  Seemann, p. 125. 
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and adds that the existing tables were not accurate because they 
were not completed. 27 

It is very likely that, in order to make the new tables available 
as soon as possible, a program of seven years was planned, which 
took into consideration the previous observational activity of Taqi 
al Din and in which building activity and table construction largely 
overlapped. In fact, as we shall presently see, the tables constructed 
by Taqi al Din, contain even his observations made while in Egypt. 
In order to guarantee a decree for the foundation of the Observatory, 
Taqi al Din may have promised, as Schweigger's statement implies, 
to deliver the goods in seven years. But of course this would not mean 
that the life of the Obsrvatory would come to a natural end after 
these seven years. Indeed, in the Marâgha Observatory work con-
tinued for many years after the initial twelve years were spent and 
the Ilkhâne Tables completed. 28  

It IS clearly seen therefore that the impression that no work 
was done in the Observatory is definitely wrong, and indeed, the 
present poem contains considerable information concerning this 
matter. In fact it is hard to see how the work mentioned in the poem 
could have been done unless work had started in the Observatory 
before its construction had reached the stage of completion, and 
even in such a case the work mentioned in the poem appears to be 
quite impressive. In view of the difficulty of reconciling the accom-
plishment of so much work with the shortness of the period of observ-
ations, especially with that of the period of full-scale activity, it 
would seem relevant that, as seen below, the scientific staff of the 
Observatory was quite large. If the conclusions concerning Taqi al 
Din's promise to prepare the new tables in a short time is correct, 
he must have relied on the availability of a large staff in making 
that promise. 

This part of the poem is at times not very clear in its details, 
however, and it should be stated, moreover, that some of the state-
ments in this part may be exaggerated. Fortunately, Taqi al Din 

27  MS., Ayasofya Museum Library, Istanbul, No. 2694, p. 2a . This pass-
age is referred to by 1:laji Khalifa (Kashf al ?unün, Istanbul ed., yol. 2, 1943, 
p. 969). 

28  Ayd~n Say~ l~, Khwâja 	 wa Rasadkhâne-i-Marâgha, Dil ve Tarih- 
-Co~rafya Fakültesi Dergisi, yol. 14, 1956, p. 8-9. 
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has left us a book containing his work in the Observatory, and the 
details in our poem could be compared with the contents of this 
book. This work is the Sidra al muntahd al afkdr, and from it too it is 
clearly seen that substantial work was done in the Observatory. 

This book of Taqi al Din has been exarnined to some extent 
from the view-point of the work done by its author. " The number 
of observations specifically mentioned in it is q~~ite small, and I shall 
limit myself here to listing them. 3° It should be noted in this connec-
tion that Taqi al Din mentions in one place in this work that he has 
also made use of his observations dating back to his days in Egypt. 31  

In this work Taqi al Din refers to the observation of two solstices 
belonging to the same year (the second one is from Rabi` al awwal, 
985) and to observations for the deterrnination of the latitude of 
Istanbul. 32  An equinox observation of 987 and two observations of 
the sun, made with the armillary sphere and the quadrant, from 
the same year are also recorded. Of the three eclipses mentioned, 
the first one (Rajab 984) was observed from the house of Khwâja 
Sa`d al Din, 34  and the second from the Observatory. The third one 
could not be observed because of clouds, but reports concerning it 
were received from Taqi al Din's freinds in Cairo and from Dâvûd, 
"the Mathematician", in Salonica, 35  a Jewish astronomer to whom 
certain other sources also refer without however mentioning his 
name.38 

Although the number of observations specifically mentioned are 
thus quite small, there are a number of tables in the book, and, 
in conformity with the conclusion to be drawn from our poem, they 
give the impression that considerable work was done in the Observ- 

24  ~âilb Dhaki, Athâr-i-bâqiya, vol. 1, Istanbul 1329 H., p. 201-202 ; A. Ad~var 
13. 84. 

" I shall refer to two manuscript copies of this work, both in Istanbul: 
Nuruosmaniye Library, No. 2930, and Topkap~~ Museum Library, Hazine, No. 
465/1. The manuscripts bear different titles; see also, A. Ad~var, p. 83. 

s' N, p. 3a; T, p. 6b. 
82  N, p. 22a; T, p. 36b, 37b. 
33  N, p. 46a, 47a;. T, p. 75b-76a, 77a. 
" N, p. 53a; T, p. 86b. 
35  N, p. 52b-53b; T, p. 85b, 86b-87a. 
34  Mordtmann, p. 86, 87, 96; A. Ad~var, p. 87 and note. 
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atory. At any rate, it would seem that only a few of the observations 
made are specifically indicated, and this appears to be the general 
practice in the astronomical tables of Islam. In connection with two 
of the tables giyen near the end of the book the dates 981 and 982 
are mentioned. 37  It may be pointed out that as Taqi al Din became 
head-astronomer in 979 38  and was in Istanbul at that time, these 
cannot be connected with his Eg-yptian observations. As they are 
before Murad's reign, on the other hand, they cannot have any 
direct connection with the Observatory either. I have already touch-
ed the question of their possible significance to our present topic. 

The second hemistich of couplet 93 refers to the determination 
of distances from the equator. The corresponding item in the Sidra 
al muntahd seems to be the tables of the "first declinations, their sines 
and their tangents". 39  

It is of interest that according to couplets 144 and 145 Taqi al Din 
stated to the King that the observations had been brought to com-
pletion; these lines also inform us that Taqi al Din's opinion was 
taken concerning the demolition of the Observatory. It is said in 
these couplets, in fact, that it was he who recommended the bring-
ing to an end of the Observatory. These items are not corroborated 
by our other sources. It is understandable that our poet should be 
cautious and tactful in relating a contemporary event, lest he incur 
the anger of the Shaykh al Islam and his freinds who had sealed 
the fate of the Observatory, and that he should leave out certain 
details concerning the demolition. 

It would seem reasonable to assume, however, that Taqi al Din 
was notified beforehand of the decision, or that his opinion was asked 
by the Sultan. He may, in that case, have judged that the wisest 
answer, under the circumstances prevailing at the time, would be 
to consent to or even recommend the destruction of the Observatory. 
At any rate, the information giyen in this poem seems more likely 
and is probably more factual than the picture drawn for us by `Atâi, 

37  T, p. g ~ a, 98a. See also, A. Ad~var, p, 83. 
38  `Atai, ibid., vol. 1, p. 286. 
39  N, p. 23a; T, p. 38b. For the meaning of the term "first declination", 

see E. Wiedemann, Ober die Astronomie nach den Mard~ lly al `r~lûm, Beitrage, XLVII, 
Sitzungsber. d. Phys.-~ned. Soz., Erlangen 1915, yol. 47, p. 228. 
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according to whom the astronomers, while busy at their worthless 

work, were taken by surprise by the recking squad who "took these 

credulous people out of that pit of misfortune".0  

Gerlach and Schweigger mention certain instruments in connect-

ion with the Observatory, but Mordtmann has not dwelled upon 

the question of the equipment of this institution. Wiedemann has 

published a list of these instruments on the basis of Sidra al muntahd.41  

The manus crip t studied by Mm has apperantly certain small errors, 

however, as is evidenced by the addition of one instrument called 

dhdt al shafatayn to the list and the occurrence of the equatorial ring 

as one actually constructed for the Observatory. Dr. S. Tekeli, in 

her recently completed Ph. D. thesis, 42  prepared under my direc-

tion, has made a careful study of the instruments of this Observatory 

on the basis of Sidra al muntahd as well as the Jldt al ra~ad£ya 

-shahinshdhiya, a Turkish book written with the special purpose of 

describing the instruments of that institution and prepared by an 

unknown author on the basis of Taqi al Din's notes. 

With respect to the instruments of the Observatory the prescnt 

poem is in full agreement with the latter book and it shows only 

slight differences compared with the information giyen in Sidra al 

muntahd, and it is helpful, therefore, in establishing the actual list of 

the instruments of the Observatory. 

The present poem gives us, moreover, an idea concerning the 

number of people working on each instrument and the general 

manner in which they cooperated with each other. The somewhat 

strange expression in couplets 90 and 91 should bei nterpreted as 

the cooperation of four people on some instruments and five on others. 

Our picture of the armillary sphere shows five people at work on it. 

The Topkap~~ Museum copy of the above-mentioned Aldt al Ta~a-
diya" has clear pictures showing usually four people, and in certain 

instruments, such as the armillary sphere, five people working toge- 

'0 	ibid., yol. ~ , p. 286. 
41  E. Wiedemann, Definitionen verschiedener Wissenschaften und über diese verfasste 

Werke, Beitröge, LVII, Sitzungsber 	, 1918-19, yol. 50/51, p. 26-28. 
42  Nasiruddin, Takiyüddin, ve Tycho Brahe'nin Rasat Aletleri, in Turkish, unpub-

lished. 

43  Topkap~~ Museum Library, Hazine 452. 
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ther. This kind of information exists at least in one other case," 

but it is very rare although there are references to the importance 

and necessity of team-work in making astronomical observations. " 

In enumerating the Observatory instruments, Taqi al Din, 

as well as his unknown editor, does not say anything concerning 

small portable instruments and auxiliary eq~~ipment. Many such 

items are seen in the picture of our poem showing the astronomers 

together, however, and our European sources too mention celestial 

and terrestrial globes. 48  Couplets 30-33, where Taqi al Din's activ-

ity of the nature of map-making is praised may also refer, at 

least partly, to the preparation of such eq~~ipment for the Observ-

atory. Likewise, the double plural dldthd in couplet 105 may be 

intended to include such equipment as well as the main instruments. 

It is interesting that although the Marâgha Observatory had a 

rich collection of such minor instruments and equipments," Al 

`Urçli does not mention such things either. This seems to represent 

an Islamic tendency to make a sharp distinction between observ-

atory and field, or fixed and portable, instruments. 

Couplets 76-87 give the impression that the instruments were 

made ready before the site of the Observatory was chosen. As this 

does not seem reasonable, I have taken the term asbâb wa âlât in 

couplet 82 to mean "equipments and materials", and this is a 

perfectly permissible translation. 
The poem gives the impression that the instruments were each 

constructed independently and that they did not form part of the 

observatory building and were not housed in it. In fact, the pictures 

of the ildt al ra~adiya too indicate that this was the case. The instru- 

" E. Wiedemann, Zur Geschichte der Astrologie, Das, Weltall, 1922, p. 112. 

" Seemann, p. to8. 

4.  Mordtmann, p. 87. 

47  Wa~~âf, Tazjiya al am~âr wa tajziya al a'~dr, Hammer-Purgstall ed. 1856, 

p. 99, India 1246 H., p.52; Mirkht~nd, Rawçla al ~afâ, India 1332, vol. 5, p. 83; 

Khwandmir, Uabib al siyar, Tehran 1271, ‘701. 2, p. 36; Jourdain, Minwire sur Le: 

Instrwr~ents employls â l'Observatoire de MEragah, Magasin Entyclopidique, 1809, vol.4, 

p. 48-50; A.L.A.M. SMillot, MEmoire sur le: instruments astronomiques de: Arabes, 

MImoires de l'Acadimie Royales de: Inscriptions et Bella Lettres de l'hutitut de France, 

Sries I, yol. 1, 1884, p. 201-202; M.L.P.E.A. Sdillot, Proligonzlnes de: Tablas 

d'Oloug-Beg, Cresthomathie Persane, yol. 1, p. XCVIII; H. J. Seernann, p, 120. 
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ments were apparently placed out in the open just as in the case of 
the Jai Singh Observatories. " With the exception of one device 
which was inside of a dome and to which several sources refer, this 
seems to have been the case in the Marâgha Observatory too, 49  

and this appears to be borne out also by the present state of the 
ruins at the Marâgha Observatory site. 

It is to be noted that in the title of the main poem the word 
"instrument" occurs although it deals with all kinds of details per-
taining to the foundation of the Observatory. This is probably not 
due to a mere accident. For the Islarnic astronomers felt that the 
large fixed instruments constituted the most important part of the 
observatory, and in Islam their construction was considered to con-
stitute the major part of the foundation of such an institution. The 
following passage bears witness to this fact. 

Commenting on the statement of Nasir al Din al Tüsi that 
"in no age which was without a great and world-controling king 
has it been possible to build observatories", klasan ibn Mulyammad 
al Nishâbüri says, "It is fixed in the minds of intelligent people that 
the works of kings are kings among works. This is especially true of 
observation programs. For this is a matter which cannot be accom-
plished except by the nod of approval of kings. This is not merely 
due to the fact that great expenditures are necessary for the erection 
and functioning of observatories and for equipping them with instru-
ments. For if this were the only reason, people well-versed in these 
matters could call upon the assistance of wealthy personalities. 

"For the erection of an observatory there is need for the presence 
of accomplished and skilful masters who can convert the instruments 
from the conceptual state into the actual. As this is an extensive 
work and requires long time for its completion, it is impossible to 
limit oneself to and to be satisfied with the presence of a few only 
of such masters. It is necessary, on the contrary, to bring together 
all the masters of the time so that every one shall make manifest his 
own particular art; and moreover, by seeking the confirmation and 
approval of other experts in each case, all these instruments shall be 
attended to and constructed in the best manner possible in that age. 

48  G. R. Kaye The Astronomical Observatories of joi Singh, Calcutta 1918. 
48  A. Say~l~, ibid., p. 3-4. 
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Now, there is no doubt that to assemble the masters of this art from 
all corners is possible sometimes by showing kindness to them, and 
in other cases by compulsion and harshness; but kindness is more 
eiTective when it comes from kings and coersion can be exercised 
only by them. 

"Thus for the purpose of the invention of astronomical instru-
ments, the establishment of methods for making observations with 
them, and for discovering expedients and dexterous ways for their 
manipulation and utilization, it is necessary to bring together wise 
men from all corners so that their experience and knowledge will 
be pooled together; the realization of the projected observations will 
thus become more certain and the results obtained will come closer 
to the truth... ." 5° 

Couplet 89, as confirmed by the picture of the group of astro-
nomers to which it is appended, is of great interest. Counting Taqi 
al Din, there were sixteen astronomers work~ng in the Observatory. 
This is an entirely new item of information. We had absolutely no 
idea of the number of astronomers working in this institution, and 
there were no clues indicating the existence of a large scientific staff. 
Some of these sixteen men may not have been full-fledged astron-
omers. If we imagine them as four groups observing simultaneously 
on four instruments, we may divide them in the following manner: 
Eight observers, four clerks, and four men giving miscellaneous 
assistance. One should guess that there were other administrative 
officers and men doing menial work. For the wording of the couplet 
in question would indicate that the sixteen men mentioned were al! 
astronomers. 

We do not know how large a library this Observatory had. 
It is only known that a collection of books was sent to the Observ-
atory.51  In the picture showing the astronomers together, book 
shelves are seen in the background, but undoubtedly this must repre-
sent a small part of those existing there. 

One of the most interesting items of information contained in 
this poem is the existence of a small-scale observatory in addition 
to the main building, as mentined in couplets 88 and 85. It would 

50 Sharly-i-Zij-i-Ilkhâni, MS., Bursa, Haracclo~lu, No. 1163, p. 6a-6b. 

51  Mordtmann, p. 82. 
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be very desirable to have clearer and more detailed statements on 

these matters. We apparently see the group of astronomers at work 

in this Small Observatory. The picture, in fact, represents a small 

building, with its tiled roof, and it is a place prepared for work of 

the nature of calculation, drawing, and small-scale observations; 

and the couplets in question are written on this picture. 

The main instruments were apparently placed out in the open. 

What, then, was the nature of the main building, and what were 
its functions? Our fourth picture, taken from the Topkap~~ Museum 
copy of the ~rldt al ra~ari~u li zij-i-shahinshdhlya, seerns to help us 
clarify the general situation. It, first of all, serves to confirim our 

decision that the previous picture represents the Small Observatory. 

For the present picture shows a much more elaborate building. It 

also seems to have ornamental metallic parts and coverings as men-

tioned in couplet 86.In conformity with our previous conclusion, this 

larger building does not show any signs of having been designed so 

as to contain any major instruments, and the chimneys seen close 

together in the middleground would suggest that the building was 
partly a dwelling-place for the astronmers of the Observatory. 

The existence of a large and a small observatory brings to mind 

the observatories of Tycho Brahe and also certain items of inform-

ation concerning the Marâgha Observatory. But our knowledge 

in this matter is not detailed enough, and I shall not try to elaborate 
on the possibility of definite parallelisms in this direction. 

Our picture of the Small Observatory shows small astronomical 

and geometrical instruments as well as other appropriate observ-
atory eq~~ipment. The building with a dome in the Marâgha Observ-
atory also contained such equipment. 52  As it has seemed reasonable 
to assume that Taqi al Din had certain personal instruments with 

which he made observations before the foundation of the Observ-

atory, it is likely that these were placed in the Small Observatory 
later on. We kno:Ar that Na~ir al Din too was in possession of por-
table instruments before the Marâgha Observatory came into 
existence. " 

52  See notes 47 and 49 above. 
83  A. Say~ l~, ibid., p. 2. 
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It is possible that the Small Observatory contained piloti nstru-

ments, and that this constituted and determined one of its functions. 

Al `Ur4;11 speaks of an instrument which seems to have been con-

structed for such a purpose, but this was placed by the side of the 

larger instrument in conjunction with which it was used. " 

In Aywânsarayi's note book referred to above 55  there is men-

tion of a large tower, in connection with the Observatory. It is said 

that the tower was left intact when the Observatory was demolished. 

He also speaks of a dome or spire on top of the tower. It was blown 

off in a violent storm which took place in ~~ 089 H., and this caused 

the death of a man. The top was later restored and at one time a 

cannon was housed in the tower. It is said to have nine windows and 

a staircase with 150 steps; it was equipped with pulleys and other 

mechanical contraptions serving to lift things to its top. 

All this seems very interesting, but unfortunately the passage 

is full of mistakes. It gives the site of the Observatory as Galata, and 

speaks of its demolition during the reign of Sulayman the Magni-

ficent, the grand father of Sultan Murad III. 56  The description 

giyen above may possibly be that of the Galata Tower, and the same 

confusion seems to exist here as in the passage from the liadlqa al 

jaw~lmi` quoted by Mordtmann. 57  

Another important bit of knowledge obtained from the present 

poem is with respect to the reason and purpose for the foundation 

of the Observatory, and this appears to have been almost completely 

astrological. Although there were references to astrology in our other 

Turkish sources, this aspect of the undertaking was not completely 

clear; for these sources usually refer, in a general manner, to the 

necessity of renewing the available astronomical tables, and speak 

of astrology especially when mentioning the demofition of the Ob-

servatory. 

The astrological motives were emphasized in our European 

sources, but they were not very confidence-inspiring in this respect. 

For these sources show a strong tendency of looldng down upon 

54  Seemann, p. 86. 

55  See note 19 above. 

56  MS., Topkap~~ Museum Library, Hazine, No. 1565, p. 201. 

37  Mordtmann, p. 85. 
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Taqi al Din, and they reveal this tendency especially by referring 
to his pretentions of an astrological nature. In this poem, on the 
other hand, Taqi al Din's astrological activities are mentioned in 
a detailed fashion, and both in praising him and in trying to justify 
the act of demolition of the Observatory. 

In fact, it is stated in the first parts of the poem that Taqi al Din 
enhanced the prestige of the mathematical and astronomical sciences 
by building the Observatory, and this is explained in a clear fashion 
as an increase of work and interest in astrology. It is specified, more-
over, that astronomy proper was popular before the Observatory 
too, but that due to outdated tables astrological work of precision 
had become impossible and that Taqi al Din rectified this situation. 
In couplet 13 it is clearly stated that the neglected aspect of the 
science of the stars was the part dealing with astral influences. 

The poem on the comet, which is written in a predominently 
astrological vein, is of interest as it adds a voice from the Ottoman 
capital to the large literature collected on the subject. 58  Couplet 122, 

hemistich 2, and couplet 125, hemistich ~~ bring to mind the con-
ception of associating the comets with the super-lunar world. For 
in the former there is mention of "higher spheres" and in the latter 
the mention of passage through the "nine sections" of the ephemeral 
world. Number nine reminds one of the super-lunar regions, but 
the term "ephemeral world" rather suggests the sublunar region. 
As the sublunar region did not have nine sections, we should perhaps 
consider the "ephemeral world" to include the super-lunar regions 
also. This would appear reasonable in view of religious ideas over 
and above those of Aristotle's pl~ilosophy. 

The idea of associating comets with the higher spheres occurs 
in Europe in connection with this same comet of 1577, 59  but clearly, 
the present poem does not allow us to draw, with any certainty, 
such conclusions on behalf of the Turkish astronomers of the Istan-
bul Observatory. 

The part played by the Grand Vizier Sokullu Muhammad 

58  C. Doris Hellman, The Co~net of 1577: Its Place in the History of Astronomy, 

New York 1944. 
59  Hellman, p. ~~8 ff. 
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Pasha in the foundation of the Observatory is emphasized somewhat 
more in this poem than in the previously known sources, and again, 
our poem teaches us something new concerning the family of Taqi 
al Din, if the meaning of couplet 47 has been understood correctly. 

The present poem brings religious fanaticism and fatalism into 
prominence as the cause of the coming to an end of the Observatory. 
There were apparently certain misfortunes too, such as plague and 
military setback, which served to discredit astrology. The pessimistic 
remarks of our poet probably contain a hint to such circumstances. 
Finally, our poem constitutes a new source on Taqi al Din's connec-
tion with the "observation well" and on his observational activity 
in Egypt prior to his period of residence in Istanbul. (3° 

8° A. Say~ l~, The "Observation well", Ac/es du Septihne Congrls Internatknal 

d'Histoire des Sciences, 1953, P. 542-550. 
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TÜRKÇE TERCÜME 

YENI ~EHIN~AHI RASATHANENIN ALETLERININ 
TERTIPLENMESI 

Rasathane kurucusu olan bilge Astronom 
Rasathaneyi öyle sa~lam temeller üzerine kurdu ki, 

Zaman~m~zda, astronominin bilgi sevenler aras~ndaki itibar~~ 
yükselerek 

Din ilimleri gibi ra~bet görmeye ba~lad~. 

~eriat esasen sa~lamch, bilgi de çoktu; 
Nakli ilimlerde yaz~lm~~~ eserlerin haddi hesab~~ yoktu. 

As~l yayg~n olan, nakli ilimler üzerindeki çal~~malar& 
Fakat akli ilimler üzerinde de çok duruluyordu. 

5. Çünkü, hiç ~üphesiz olarak, soru sahiplerinin suallerini cevap- 
land~rabilmek için, 

Din ehlinin her ilimde bilgi sahibi olmas~~ zaruridir. 

Bu durum hususiyle matematik ilimler için do~rudur; 
Çünkü dirayet sahibi kimseler gerçe~in inceliklerine nüfuzda 

bu ilimlerden faydalan~rlar. 

Onun bir dah olan aritmetik yard~miyle defterlerin ve hesap- 
lar~n do~ru tutulmas~~ mümkün olur. 

Feraiz ilmi de onunla s~l~hat kazatur. 
Gök cisimlerinin semadalci yerlerinin tayini ve rasat ziclerinin 

haz~rlanmas~~ 

Bu ilim erbab~~ sayesinde mümkün olur. 
Bu ilim yard~miyledir ki Bo~a ve Koç burçlannda 

Güne~le ay~n yerleri kesin olarak bilinir. 

to. Ay Akrep burcunda bulununca, böyle bir zamanda 
K~y~lan nikâh~n u~ursuz oldu~u kesin olarak bilinen bir 

~eydir. 

Namaz valcitleri bu ilim yard~miyle tesbit olundu~u gibi, 

Hicaza do~ru olan K~ble istikameti de sahih olarak bu 
ilimle tayin edilir. 

Bu ilme olan ihtiyaç bu kadar çok oldu~undan 
Faz~l ve hüner sahibi kimseler ona ra~bet gösteriyorlar& 
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Fakat buna ra~men, süfli âlemin ihmali yüzünden (yani insan- 
lar~n rasat faaliyeti bak~m~ndan gösterdikleri ihmalden 

ötürü), 
Ulvi Mem tesirleri gizli kalm~~~ durumda idi; 

Ulu~~ Bey ile Nasiruddin-i-Tüsi zicleri 
Yumu~ak toprak üzerinde haz~r izi gibi salâbetten mahrum 

bir vaziyette idi. 
15. Baht~~ aç~k kimselerin talihinin yeni bir zicin yap~ lmas~~ için sab~r- 

s~zlan~~~~ gibi, 
Y~ld~zlar da kendilerini rasad edecek astronomlar için inti- 

zarda idi. 
Derken, zaman~n k~rallar~n~n efendisi ve büyü~ü, 

Yeryüzünün fatihi ve ülkeler ~ehin~ahl, 
Uluslar~n önderi, Sultan Murad'~n yüceli~i önünde, 

Durum ans~z~n de~i~ ti. 
De~irmi ~ekli ile yeryüzü onun doland~~~~ meydan, 

Ay da onun topunun ve çevgan~n~n sadece bir aksidir. 
O, Allah'~n bah~etti~i bir baht ve ikbal~ n sahibi 

Ve Zic-i-ilhani'nin bizzat iptal edicisidir. 
20. Rasat yap~ lmas~~ ve zic haz~rlanmas~~ emrini verince, 

Y~ld~zlar göklerden inip onun önünde yere yüz sürerler; 
Onun devlet ve ikbaline dayanarak çal~~maya koyulunca, 

Ras~tlar F~ rkadan y~ld~zlar~n~n ba~~ndan tac~ n~~ kapmaya 
muvaffak olurlar; 

Onun gününde yeni zici kim yaparsa 
Rasat fikrinden luyamete kadar vareste kal~ r °. 

Onun kudret ve iktidariyle her ihtiyaç kar~~lanm~~, 
Dünya cennet gibi süslenip bezenmi~tir. 

~~te bu mutlu ve lâtif devirde, 
Bu mübarek günlerde ve ~erif zamanda, 

25. Bu ulu sultan~n u~urlu devlet kap~s~ na 
Ve onun kaahir saltanat~n~n bay~nd~ r ve ~erefli çevresine 

Kaahireden hünerli bir kad~~ geldi. 
Onun matematik ilimlerindeki mahareti atalar~ndan vera- 

setle intikal etmi~ti. 

~slam astronomlar~n~n iyi bir zic hakk~ndaki fikirlerini belirten bu ifade, 
~slam rasathanelerinin ömrü bak~m~ndan ilgi çeker mahiyettedir. 
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Bu k~vrak kalemli insan~n ad~~ Takiyüddin'dir. 
Hesapla ilgili ilimlerde kalem ona tamamen ram olmu~~ 

durumdad~r, 
Ve yaz~siyle rakamlar~~ büyük bir çeviklikle sayfalar~~ dolduruyor. 

O, ~bni ~at~r'~~ da gerilerde b~rakm~~t~r. 
Almajest'te birçok noktalar~~ aç~klam~~, 

Ökliddeki güçlükleri o izah etmi~tir. 
30. Bütün yeryüzünü, eni~leri ve yoku~lariyle, 

Pergel ve cetvel yarduniyle ve ~ayan~~ hayret i~aretleri; 

Enlem ve boylam bak~m~ndan ölçmü~, 
Bütün bunlarda bir tek noktada bile yanlimam~~t~ r. 

Kirpik oklariyle göz ~~~nlaruu and~ran 
Bütün mevhum boyutlar~~ ve zahiri çaplan dikkate alm~~, 

Gözden gizli kalan ~eylere hep nüfuz etmi~, 
Mekân~n bütün aç~lar~n~~ ölçüye vurmu~tur. 

Kendilerinden önce gelenlerin yüz kat~~ kadar rasat i~iyle me~gul 
olmu~, 

Bu i~i Cem~id'den ve ~eref'ten 2  daha iyi bir ~ekilde ba~ar-
m~~t~r. 

35. O, zihninde, kuyuya ba~~ vurmadan, 
Yerden rasat yapmay~~ tasarlarru~t~. 

Çünkü ak~l ve anlay~~~ sahibi kimseler, daha önceleri, 
Yerden, kuyusuz olarak, rasat yapm~~lard~. 

Takiyüddin de Kaahire'de bir kuyu kazd~rm~~, 
Ona bir merdiven ilâve ettirrrli~, 

kuyudan bir müddet için y~ld~zlar~~ sayarak 

Bu i~teki sebau yüzünden hayli güçlükle kar~~la~m~~t~. 
böylece rasat kuyusunda didinirken, 

"Be~ikten mezara kadar bilgi edininiz" hadisi gere~ince 
y~lmadan çal~~m~~t~. 

40. Takiyüddin, muaz7am Ba~vezirin huzuruna kabul edildi, 
Muhammed adl~~ 3, zamarun o e~siz sar~n~n huzuruna. 

öyle bir Asaf ki, zaman~n Ebüzercimihr'i 
Onun büyüklü~ü kar~~s~nda hayretten donakalrru~t~ r. 

2  Giyasüddin Cem~id el Kâ~ i ve ~ereftiddin Hüseyn el Amuli. 
3  Sokullu Mehmet pa~a. 
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Güne~~ onun dehas~ndan kuvvet ve ilham alm~~t~r; 
Sanki güne~~ ~~~~~n~~ ondan al~yor ve bu kudretli varl~k kar~~- 

s~nda ay mesabesinde kal~yor. 
Cihan onun tedbiri sayesinde Saha râm, 

Ülkeler onun adaleti ve icraat~~ sayesinde bay~nd~r ve rahat. 
Râs~dlar gök cisimleri yerlerinin zicini ç~karmay~~ nas~l ba~ar~yorsa, 

O da iklimlerin fethi i~ini öylece ba~arm~~t~r. 
45. O isterse, Tanr~'n~n yard~miyle, 

Kendi mührü ile zâtülhalakla yap~lan i~leri yapar. 
O yüksek ~ahsiyet her zaman için 

Faz~l ve kemal sahiplerinin koruyucusudur. 
Takiyüddin'in Necm Bey adl~~ karde~i, arzusu veçhile, 

Bu yüce ba~vezir taraf~ndan sancak beyli~ine getirilmi~ ti. 
Bu, Takiyüddin'e bir ümit kayna~~~ oldu; çünkü ilme verdi~i 

bunca emekten faydalanmak, 
Ekti'~i ilim tohumlar~n~n meyvesini tatmak emelinde idi; 

Ve zaman~n en ileri gelen insan~~ olan Sadrazam~n ete~ini öpünce 
Onun huzurundan izzet ve ikram görerek ayr~ld~. 

50. Bundan sonra da o mutlu ve ulu Hocay~, 
Zaman~n e~siz insan~~ ünlü Sadüddin'i 4  ziyaret için yola 

koyuldu. 

Gerekli sayg~~ vazifesini yerine getirerek onun huzuruna ç~kt~~ 
Ve elini büyüklerin âdâb~na uygun olarak öptü. 

Hoca da ona lûruf ve ikramda bulundu, 
Tatl~~ sözleriyle ona hüsnü kabul gösterdi. 

Hoca her türlü bilgiden bahis açt~~ 
Ve matematik ilimleri konusuna da girdi. 

Kad~~ yeri edeple öpünce, o da 
Bilgelik hazinesinin kap~s~n~n kilidini açt~~ (yani konu~maya 

ba~lad~). 

55. Ilkin Hoca onunla o kadar tenkitli bir ~ekilde konu~maya ba~la-
d~. ki, 

Kad~~ onun derin bilgisi kar~~s~nda a~z~n~~ açmaya pek cesa-
ret edemedi. 

Bk. J. H. Mordtmann, ad~~ geçen eser; ~. H. Uzunçar~~l~, Osmanl~~ tarihi, 

cilt. 3, Bolum 2, Ankara 1954 , S. 457, 517. 
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Çünkü Hoca ilim denizlerini kapsayan bir insan, 
Kalbi de ilimlerin cevher saçan hazinesidir. 

Gerçekten, onun k~rallara lay~k asil incilere benzeyen sözleri 

Zaman~n kula~~na küpe olmu~tur. 
Kalemiyle Pleyatlardan dü~üm çözmü~~ olan bu bilgenin 

Eserleri ak~lla= hulasas~~ ve özünden de kalitece üstündür. 

Meydana getirdi~i nesir ve naz~mlar 
Tarihe ba~~ tac~~ olmu~tur. 

6o. Onun tilmizlerinin her biri seçkin birer ilim adam~, 

Ve telif bak~m~ndan, metinler ve ~erhler yazm~~~ kimselerdir. 

Pitagoras onun kar~~s~nda utanç duymakta, 
Ar~imedes ise mecburen onun ilmi kar~~s~nda meydana 

ç~kmaylp saklanmaktad~r. 

Valla Hiparkos daha önceleri sistemli rasatlar yapm~~ t~. 

Fakat bu i~ler bu ünlü Hocan~n en küçük tilrnizlerinin 

me~galeleri aras~nda bulunuyor. 

~lmi içlerine sindirmi~~ uyan~k ve bilge kimseler, 

Çe~itli gayretlerle ve yüksek ideallere uyarak 

Onun ilmine k~lavuzlar yard~miyle eri~tiklerinde, 

O ilim yard~miyle, a~~r yükleri hareket ettirmek ilminin 
kendisini harekete getirirler. 

65. Hoca, lütuf VC keremle, muhte~em Kad~ya 

Tekrar nazarlar~m atf etti. 

Kendisi ile iki üç defa görü~erek 
Onun sözlerini bilgelik terazisinde tartt~ ; 

Onu çok be~endi, her bak~mdan takdir etti, 

Ve iftihardan ba~~~ göklere de~di. 

Ünlü Hoca bu denemelerinden sonra, 

Faziletli Ba~vezirin emir ve direktifleriyle, 

Takiyüddin'in durumunu ~ehin~aha anlatt~, 

Ve bu i~i dilekçe ile de~il, seçkin ~ahsiyle bizzat huzura ç~k- 

mak suretiyle yapt~. 

70. ~ehin~ah ona zeamet verdi 
Ve yapt~~~~ ihsanlarla onun payesini yükseltti. 

O da, derhal, Nasiruddin-i-Tusi ve Ali Ku~cu gibi, 

Rasat program~~ gere~ince çal~~malar~ na ba~lad~. 

Padi~ahm ~evketine dayanarak çal~~makta oldu~undan, 

Her i~inde Allah~n yard~m~na mazhar oldu. 
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Bu i~~ için gerekli olan ~eylerden her ne istedi ise, 
Hepsini iste~ine uygun olarak elde etti. 

Mesela onun istedi~i ~ey göklerde olunca, 
Hemen yerin alt~ndaki bal~ktan Arkturus y~ld~z~na yol 

aç~ ld~. 
75. Arad~~~~ hazine veya maden kuyusu yerde olunca da, 

Öküz alt~ndaki Bal~~~~ kar~~s~nda buldu. 

Hulâsa, lüzumlu aletler haz~rland~, 
Ve bu aletler, bak~r ve pirinç aksan-~iyle, büyük bir mükem- 

mellikte idi. 

Zâtülhalak gibi duvar kadran~n~~ da tamamlad~. 
Ayn~~ suretle, yüksekli~i arzuya uygun olan zâtüssemt ve'l 

irtifa~~ da yapt~. 
Dördüncü aleti zatü~~ubeteyn'di, 

Ve ayn~~ suretle iki delikli rub-i-mistar~~ da imal etti. 

Bundan ba~ka, ma~as~~ u~urlu bir zamana raslayan zâtülevtar 
da var, 

Ve mü~ebbehe bi'l menat~k da bu aletler aras~nda. 
80. Mü~ebbehe bi'l menat~k daha önce bilinmiyordu; 

Bunu Takiyüddin Almajerst'e dayanarak ihtira etti. 
Bu güzel ilimde böyle mükemmel bir aleti 

Ondan önce kimse yapmam~~ t~. 
Istenilen malzeme ve teçhizat temin edilince, 

Bu i~~ için elveri~li bir yer arad~lar, 
Ve Frenk Galata Saray~~ semtinde 

Firuze renkli bir sahay~~ seçtiler. 

Masraf için bir kese alt~n verildi 
Ve sarf edilen paralar bir deftere kayd olundu. 

85. Frenk Florini, 5  sa~lam binan~n ana k~sm~n~~ yapmak için 
Kum ve topraklar gibi harcand~. 

Bu muhte~em ve geometrik ~ekildeki yap~ya 
Pirinç ve bak~rla renk ve parlakl~k katt~lar. 

En ba~ta zatülhalak~~ dökünce, 
Çenberini t~pk~~ ay gibi felek çark~ndan sark~tt~lar. 

Venedik Dukas~na "Frenk florini" ad~~ da verilmekte idi (~ . H. Uzunçar~~l~, 
Osmanl~~ Devleti Te~kilat:ida Kapukulu Ocaklar~, cilt 1, Ankara 1943, S. 466. 
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Bir yandan da, büyük binan~n yak~n~nda, 
Muhtasar bir rasathane in~a edildi. 

Burada on be~~ seçkin ilim adam~~ 
Takiyüddin'in emrinde çal~~maya ba~lad~. 

go. Her aletle yap~lacak çal~~malarda 
Be~~ nükteli ve faz~l astronom i~birli~i yap~yordu. 

~ki üç ras~d, bir de dördüncü olarak kâtip, 
Bunlara ilave olarak da be~inciyi te~kil eden bir yard~mc~~ 

vard~. 
Bu bilgili insanlar zâtülhalak yard~miyle 

Gök cisimlerinin enlem ve boylam bak~m~ndan yerlerini 
hep tayin ettiler. 

Duvar kadran~~ ile de güne~in e~imi bulundu. 
Ekuvatörden olan ba~ka mesafeler de tâyin edildi. 6  

Zatüssemt ve'l irtifâ aleti yard~miyle de, ras~tlar, 
Birbirleri ile i~birli~i yaparak, yükseklik aç~lar~n~~ tâyin 

ettiler. 
g5. Venüs'le Merkür'ün hareketlerinde 

Gün görmü~~ felek çark~n~n dolanmalariyle beliren güçlük- 
lerin incelenmesi, 

Ve ayr~ca,,  yükseklik aç~lanyle zenit mesafelerinin tesbiti 
Rub-i-mistar yard~m~~ ile ba~ar~l~~ bir ~ekilde yap~ld~. 

Astronomlar zâtü~~ubeteynle, ve yine ayn~~ suretle, 
Zâtüssukbeteyn'le bir çok ölçüler ald~lar: 

Bunlardan birincisi ile bütün yükseklik aç~lar~n~~ s~ra ile tesbit 
ettiler; 

Ay~n paralaks~m da ayn~~ suretle bu aletle buldular. 
~kinci alete gelince, bununla da gök cisimlerinin boyutlar~n~~ ve 

mesafelerini bularak 
Bunlar~~ yerli yerine kaydettiler. 

oo. Zatülevtar'~n rolü de hiç küçümsenmesin; 
Çünkü bununla ekinoks noktalar~~ sahih olarak tayin olundu. 

Mü~ebbehe bi'l menat~k'la da, büyük bir uyan~ld~lda 
Yap~lan rasatlardan, ~üphe götürmez bir ~ekilde, 

Üçüncü felekte Venüs'ün episildinin 
Yar~~ çap~~ tam~~ tamam~na meydana ç~kar~ld~. 

e  Yukar~da s. ii ve not 39'a bak~n~z. 

Belle~en C. XX. 30 
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Saatla al~nan dakik ölçüler ve yap~lan tashihler yard~miyle 
Y~ld~zlar~n matlagar~~ ortaya kondu. 

Bu ilimde "senidi" ad~yle an~lan ve harikulade bir alet olan 
Sa~lam ve hususi olarak seçilmi~~ mistarla da, 

105. Aletlerdeki i~aretlerle rumuzlar~n dakikli~i 
Son derece artt~r~ld~. 

Gerek ilk önemde ve gerekse geri plândaki bütün haz~ rl~klariyle, 
Takiyüddin, rasatlar~na dokuz yüz seksen be~~ y~l~nda ba~lad~. 

Tanr~~ bu i~in tamamlanmas~n~, Sultan Murad'~n 
Yüce koruyuculu~u alt~nda müyesser etsin. 

Ey sâki, cana can katan ~arab~~ sun 
Ve kainat~n aynas~~ olan kadehin ününü gölgele ki 

Yepyeni bir ne~'e ve canl~l~~a kavu~al~m 
Ve Pleyatlardan dü~ümler çözelim. 

DESTANIN MATLAI 

Ilo. Fele~in göz bebe~i olan y~ld~zlar~n yarat~c~s~, 
Güne~le ay~n gözden kaybolup gizlenmesinin 

Ve ~im~ek ve y~ld~r~m hamlelerinin öz kayna~~~ ve faili, 
Y~ld~zlar~n mutluluk ve talihsizli~e delâlet eden vaziyetle- 

rinin düzenleyicisi, 
Ay~~ safhalar~n~n sonuncusuna ve ilkine eri~tiren, 

Yan~p tutu~maya kar~~~ dünyay~~ koruyan, 
Tutulma zulmetinden güne~i kurtaran, 

Husuftan sonra aya parlakl~~~n~~ geri veren, 
Evcde ve hazizde resden ve zenebden, 

Yorgunluk bilmeden, dü~tin~ler çözen ulu Tanr~~ 
15. Kudretini öylesine izhar etmi~tir ki 

Her ~eyi yapabildi~ini eserleriyle göstermi~tir. 
Bazan karanl~ktan ayd~nl~~~~ zuhura getirmi~, 

Bazan da güne~i zulmetin içinden ç~kar~p nurland~rm~~t~r. 
Gündüzün arkas~ndan geceyi getirmi~, 

Bu suretle ~~~kl~~ gün de gecenin pe~ine tak~lma durumuna gir- 
mi~tir. 

7  Matla'~n manas~~ için bak~n~z: E. Wiedemann, Zur Astronomie bei den Ara- 

bern, Beitrage, IX, Sitzungsber 	, ~ 906, cilt 38, S. 192-193. 
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Geceleri gezegenlerin par~lt~lar~n~~ artt~rm~~, 

Nurlu güne~in parlakl~~~~ ile de gündüze ihti~am vermi~ tir. 

Yedi gezegenle say~s~z sabit y~ld~zlar~~ 

S~n~rs~z derecede bilgeli~e delâlet ettirmi~, 

120. Bu y~ld~zlar~n her birinin etkisiyle de, 
Hayrete sayan türlü olaylar meydana getirmi~tir. 

Ayr~ca, y~ld~zlar~n ilminden, ak~ll~~ insanlara, 

Iyi ve kötü hakk~nda birçok ipuçlar~~ vermi~ tir. 

ATE~~ TABIATLI BIR GÖK CISMININ BELIRMESI 
HAKKINDA 

Bütün bunlardan daha hayret uyand~r~c~~ bir olay, 

Bu'~unun yanmas~ndan ve s~cak tabiatl~~ ulvi belirtilerden 
meydana gelip 

"Yedi me~um nesne" 8  olarak tan~nan kuvvetli bir alevin, 

Kuyruklu y~ ld~z ad~~ verilen h~nç almada amans~z gökcisim-
lerinden birinin, 

Ramazan ay~n~n ilk gecesinde, ans~z~ n, 

Fakat gayet sarih olarak parlamaya ba~lamas~~ olmu~tur. 

125. Bu muvakkat dünyan~n dokuz bölgesinden geçerek bu kuyruklu 
y~ ld~z, 

Hicretin dokuz yüz seksen be~inci y~l~nda, 

Firkadan y~ld~zlar~n~n üst taraf~nda, ~~~ktan bir ku~a~~~ and~ran 
~ekliyle, 

Birçok geceler yükseklerde bir güne~~ gibi süzüldü. 

Müslümanlar~n gecesi onunla mutlu oldu 

Ve ~~~~~~ ortal~~~~ dolun ay gibi ayd~nlatt~ . 

Fele~in evcinde k~rk gün kalarak 

Do~udan bat~ya bir ~~~k ~eraresi gönderdi. 

Zuhuru Yay Burcuna raslad~~~ndan 

Din dü~manlar~~ üzerine okunu h~ zla f~ rlatt~. 

130. Sonunda ise enlem ve boylam~~ Su Burcuna isabet etti; 

Bat~~~~ ve kaybolu~u bu rütubetli burca raslad~. 

Kuyru~u do~uya uzand~~~ndan 

Nuhusetini, akreb gibi, dü~man üzerine sald~. 

Bu tâbirin ~nanâs~~ anla~~lmam~~ t~r. 
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Zaman~n bilgesi, faz~l sahibi alim, 
Ak~ll~~ veuyan~k bilgin Takiyüddin, 

Bir çok geceyi aç ve uykusuz geçirerek, 
Bu alevli cisim üzerinde incelemeler yapt~. 

O bu çl~~malar~nda Allah~n hidayetine mazhar oldu~undan 
ilgili ahkarm ~ehin~ah için çabukça ç~karabildi. 

135. Ona dedi ki, ey dünyan~n medan olan padi~ah, 
Senin güzel bezminin mumu ~~~kl~~ olacak; 

Sana Acem Diyar~n~n fethi müjdesi var. 
Dü~man ise, nefesi kesilmi~~ bir vaziyette yere serilmi~ tir. 

Böyle ulvi bir ate~in zuhuru 
Buras~~ için iyi ve u~urlu ~eylere delâlet ediyor. 

Fakat Iran için bir bela ~eraresi; 
Onun k~lavuzu "Fitne oradan gelecek" hadisidir. 9  

Takiyüddin böyle güzel ahkâm ç~kard~~~~ için 
Cihan ~ah~ndan lütuf ve ihsan gördü. 

RASATHANENIN SONA ERDIRILMESI 
HAKKINDA IRADE 

140. Bu s~rada, dinin koruyucusu olan ~ehin~ah, ans~z~n, 
Ras~d~~ Takiyüddin'e ~öyle buyurdu; 

"Bilge kimseler merak edip soruyorlar; 
Ey nükteli, ~uurlu ve olgun insan, 

Rasat i~i ve sonuçlar~~ ne alemde, anlat bakal~m. 
Felekten k~l~~ k~rk yararcas~na dü~ümler çözdünmü?" 

Takiyüddin ~öyle cevap verdi: "Ey ulu önder, 
Ulu~~ Bey Zicinde pek çok ~üpheli yerler vard~, 

~imdi art~k rasatlar yard~miyle zic tashih edilmi~~ bulunuyor. 
Dü~man ise pek kederli, can evinden k~vr~m k~vnm k~vra- 

ruyor. 
145. Art~k rasad~n sona erdirilmesi emrini ver; 

Kötü dü~ünceli ve k~skanç kimselere nisbet olsun." 
~ehin~ah Çavu~ba~~y~~ ça~~rtt~~ 

Ve Rasathanenin y~kt~r~larak ortadan kald~r~lmas~n~~ emretti. 
Kaptamn o anda Azap Tayfas~na gidip 

Gerekli tertibat~~ almas~, 

9 Salah el Bukharf, Bulak 1313 H. , cilt 7. s. 51. 
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Ve rasathanenin derhal y~kt~nlarak 
Evcinden hazizine indirilmesi için de talimat verildi. 

ÇAVU~BA~I ILE KAPTANIN 
BIRLIKTE RASATHANEYE GITMELERI 

VE RASATHANENIN YIKILMASI 

Bir taraftan Çavu~ba~~~ yola ç~karken 

Di~er taraftan emir Kapta= da kula~~na gitti. 

150. Azap tayfas~na da haber ula~t~, 

Ve bunlar hemen Kaptan~n. yan~na ko~tular. 

Çavu~ba~~~ Kaptanla birlikte gidiyor, 

Azap tayfas~mn ba~~ndaki komutanlar da bunlara refakat 
ediyordu. 

Bu iki ünlü önder, yüce ~ehin~ah~n 

Buyru~iyle harekete geçmi~lerdi. 

Rasathane bir anda al-a~a~~~ edildi 

Ve rasat i~ine böylece son verildi. 

Zatülhalak~~ kökünden kaz~d~lar; 

Aletleri k~rd~lar ve çivileri söktöler. 

155. Rasathanenin ad~ndan ve san~ndan gayri bir ~ey kalmad~ . 

Nitekim dünyam~z~n âkibeti de böyle olacak. 

GÖNÜL FERAHLATICI BIR IYKAZ 

Istikrar~~ ve bakaas~~ olmayan ~eye 

Ak~l sahibi kimseler nas~l olur da iltifat ederler? 

Ne hakim bilginler, ne de faziletli ve olgun kimseler, 
Ne dünya adamlar~, ve ne de nefiselerini deruni hayata ve 

tefekküre hasr edenler, 

Muvakkat dünya zevklerinden nasiplenmeye ve bunlar~n ba~~n-

da bekleyen ejderin elinden bir ~ey koparmaya muvaffak 

olamam~~lar, 

Bal~n pe~i s~ra zehir içmi~lerdir. 

Bu durumda tiryaka ba~~ vuranlar da 

Sonunda ecelin pençesinden canlar~n~~ kurtaramam~~lard~r. 

16o. Hermes bilgeli~ine sahip isen 

Aldm~n ~irazesi bu muamma kar~~s~nda aczini idrak eder. 
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Basiret gözünden bir kirpik yolsan, 
Bunu i~ne yap~p ona ak~l ipli~ini geçirsen, 

~dris Peygamber gibi de terzili~i kendine ~iar edinsen, 
Yine bu itibar h~rkas~n~~ tamamlay~p meydana getiremezsin. 

GÜZEL BIR O~OT 

Nuh'unki gibi uzun bir ömrün de olsa, 
Bu gibi fikirler varl~~~na sars~nt~~ getirirdi. 

Bu be~~ günlük dünyan~n karanl~k geç idinde 
A~~r~~ ihtirasla ibret gözünün körle~mesine meydan verme. 

165. Fele~in esrar~~ hakk~nda ahkâm ç~karma. 
Kâinat~n gidi~ini Allahtan ba~ka kim bilebilir? 

Ulvi âlemin tesirleri ile onun belirtileri 
~üphesiz sapl~') dökülemiyecek kadar çoktur. 

Bu i~in üstad~~ olan Eflâtun 
Bu gibi dü~ünceler kar~~s~nda ~a~~rm~~~ durumda idi. 

Aristo ile Hipokrates ve Sokrat da, 
Bu dü~üncelerinden hiçbir semere almadan son nefeslerini 

verdiler. 

~~ 7o. Basiretleri dolay~siyle, feleklerin evcine giden yolu 
Kuyunun dibine inmek suretiyle arad~lar. 

Onlar bile yerin derinliklerinden dokuzuncu fele~e 
Kadar uzanan muamman~n künhüne varamad~ lar. 

Onlar yapamad~ktan sonra, bu esrar~~ çözmek sana m~~ kald~~ ki 
Yer yüzünü b~rak~p da feleklerin ilmine varmaya yelteni- 

yorsun. 
Gel bu safsatadan kendimizi s~y~ral~ m; 

Çünkü dünya denen o acûze müthi~~ bir düzenbazd~ r. 
Bizim i~lerimizi bir kar~~ t~ r~verirse 

Samimi ve s~cak cemiyetimize bir so~ukluk âr~z olur. 
175. Rasathane meselesi kapan~p 

Esas~ndan ve izinden de eser kalmaynca, 
~eriata uygun olan bu buyuru~undan dolay~~ 

Bütün din ehilleri Padi~aha dualar ettiler. 

Kuyu kazarak u~ra~~p didindiler 
Ve ak~l yavruca~~n~~ geli~sin diye be~i~e koyup üzerine tit- 

rediler. 



ENGLISH TRANSLATION 

CONCERNING THE PREPARATION OF THE 
INSTRUMENTS OF THE ROYAL OBSERVATORY 

Our wise star-gazing Astronomer 

Has placed the Observatory on such firm foundations 
That in this era, among lovers of knowledge, the prestige enjoyed 

by astronomy 
Has become comparable to that of the sciences of religion. 

In earlier days jurisprudence had a firm position and learning 

was well-spread, 
And countless books were written on revealed knowledge, 

But although people were working chiefly on theological subjects, 

Much work was also done on the rational sciences. 
5. For clearly, in order to answer the queries of people, 

The cultivation of ali the sciences is indispensable to the 

theologians. 
This is especially true of Mathematics. 

For wise people grasp the subtleties of knowledge through 
the help of this department of science. 

Accounting depends on its branch called arithmetic, 
And the science of inheritance gains precision through it. 

The determination of planetary positions, as well as the con-

struction of astronomical tables, 
Is made by those well-versed in that science. 

It is through this science that one comes to know with certainty 
The mansions of the sun and the moon in the signs of 

Taurus and Aries 

I o. — And if the moon is found to be in the sign of Scorpio, 
Marriage must certainly be avoided at such a time— 

The times of prayer are determined with the help of this science, 
And the exactness of the direction of gibla, toward 

becomes possible by it. 
As its utility is so extensive, 

People of virtue and discernment all valued it highly. 
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However, due to the neglect shown in the inferior and earthly 
section (i.e., by human beings), 

The influences of the lofty spheres had remained hidden. 
The astronomical tables of Ulugh Bey and Nasir al Din al Tüsi 

Had become worn-out like traces of mats upon soft soil. 

15. The heavenly bodies were impatiently waiting for the observers, 
Just as the ascendents of persons of good fortune awaited 

the new astronomical tables. 
Then suddenly, with the splendor of the sovereign of the earth, 

The master of the rulers of the time, 
The highly placed and world-conquering Emperor, 

The Shahinshâh of the climes, Sultan Murad, things chan-
ged completely. 

The surface of the earth, with its wheel-like shape, is the roving-
-ground of this potentate, 

And the moon is a mere reflection of his ball and polo stick. 
He is the possessor of a God-given felicity and good fortune, 

And is the one who has caused the abandonment of the 
Ilkhni Tables. 

20. When he issues orders for making observations and compiling 
astronomical tables, 

The stars will descend and prostrate themselves before Mm, 
And when, in their endeavors, the astronomers are backed up 

by his sovereign power, 
They will carry off the crown from the stars of the Ursa 

Minor. 
Whosoever compiles the new tables during his reign 

Will become freed from observation programs till doomsday. 
With his magnificent power all kinds of needs have readily 

been met 
And the earth has been adorned like paradise. 

In this delightful era and pleasant age, 
On a fortunate day and at an auspicious time, 

This statement, which indicates the conception of the astronomers of Is-
lam of good astronomical tables, is of interest with respect to the life of Islarnic 
observatories. 
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25. To his sublime threshold, to his imperial capital, 

To the felicity of the seat of his victorious government, 
Came from Cairo a Qâçli of high merits. 

His proficiency in Mathematics went back-to his forefathers. 
This man handles the pen with extreme swiftness and his name 

is Taqi al Din. 
In the art of calculation the pen is servile and compliant 

in his hand. 
With alacrity he fills the pages with numerals and figures. 

He has surpassed Ibn Shâtir and has taken his pre-eminence 

away from him. 
In the Almagest he has clarified many intricate parts, 

And in Euclid's Elements he has disentangled many difficult 

points. 

30. With the help of compasses and rulers and through strange 

figures, 
He has completely measured the latitudes and longitudes 

Of all parts of the earth with its varying altitudes, 
And he has not, in all this, made the least fiaw. 

Taking into consideration all the apparent diameters and di-

mensions, 
Which resemble the dart-like eye-lashes and the visual 

rays, 
He has penetrated all the things which are concealed from sight 

And has taken the measurements of all the angles of space. 
He has observed a hundred times more than his predecessors, 

And his observations have surpassed in quality those of 
Jamshid and Sharaf. 2  

35. Taqi al Din had come to the decision that he would make 
Observations from the ground and not from a well. 

For people of good judgment and sagacity of bygone times 
Had made their observations without recourse to wells. 

Taqi al Din himself had prepared a well in Cairo 
And had had it equipped with a scaling-ladder. 

2  Giyâth al Din Jamshid al Kâshi and Sharaf al Din ljusayn al Amuli. 
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For some time he had counted stars from that well, 
And due to his perseverance he had gone through much 

hardship. 
While thus struggling in the observation well, he was acting 

In accordance with the Tradition recommending the quest 
of knowledge from cradle to grave. 

40. Taqi al Din paid a visit to His Excellency, the formidable 
Grand Vizier, 

Who is the unequalled A~af of our time and whose name 
is Muhammad. 3  

What an A~af! The Abüzarjimihr of the time 
Has, out of astonishment, become tongue-tight in his 

presence. 
The sun has received glamor from his excellence; 

It is as if that luminary is a mere moon in the presence 
of his splendor. 

Thanks to his skilful policy the world is submissive to the King, 
And the lands are prosperous because of his judicious 

administration. 
He has achieved the conquest of the climes with the same 

promptness and precision 
With which astronomers establish the tables of planetary 

positions. 

45. Should he so desire, he would perform with his sea! 
The things that are done with the armillary sphere. 

His exalted personality is incessantly eager 
To protect the people of virtue and perfection. 

Through him, Taqi al Din's brother, whose name is Najm, 
Had become the governor of a sanjaq district. 

Taqi al Din too had entertained hopes 
Of reaping a harvest from the seeds of knowledge which 

he had sown. 
And when he kissed the skirt of the Grand Vizier's garment, 

He was giyen a kind and courteous farewell [after his 
audience with him]. 

Sokullu Muk~ammad Pâshâ. 
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50. He set about to go to visit the glorious Khwâja, 
The most accomplished person of the age, the illustrious 

Sa`d al Din. 4  

He entered his home with appropriate greetings 
And kissed his hand in the manner befitting eminent 

personages. 

The Khwâja too treated him with attention and ceremony 
And showed kindness to him with tender and gracious 

words. 

He conversed on all kinds of knowledge 
And also spoke on the mathematical sciences : 

When the Qâçii kissed the floor with courtesy 
The Khwâja unlocked the door of his treasurehouse of 

wisdom. 
55. The Khwâja was at first so critical of his guest's words 

That the Qâçli did not dare to speak much. 
For verily the Khwâja encompasses the seas of learning 

And his heart is a chest bringing forth and strewing gems 
of knowledge. 

His words, which are like pearls befitting a king, 
Have become guiding watchwords for al! time. 

With his pen he has untied knots from the Pleiades, 
His publications surpass in excellence the essence and 

epitome of the intellects. 

With the prose and poetry which he has produced 
He has fashioned a crown upon the head of history. 

6o. Each and every one of his disciples are master scientists, 
From the standpoint of publications, they are authors of 

commentaries and independent works. 
In the face of his superior attainments, Pythagoras is ashamed 

of his shortcomings, 

And Archimedes has inevitably gone into hiding. 
It is true that Hipparchos has made extensive observations in 

bygone days, 

But this constitutes the type of work done by the least of 
our Khwâja's disciples. 

4  See Turkish translation, note 4. 
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When people of sagacity and wisdom who have been thoroughly 
immersed in knowledge, 

Through extensive efforts and moved by lofty ideals, 
Gain access to his science with the aid of guides, 

They will, with its hep, lift even the science of lifting 
heavy loads 

65. Once again, with courtesy and kindness, the Khwâja 
Directed his views upon the lofty Qâçli. 

He interviewd him two or three times 

And weighed his utterences with his balance of wisdom. 

He admired him and was well pleased with everything, 
Out of pride in the Qâçii his head touched the sky. 

After all his scrutiny, the illustrious Khwâja, 

With the permission and instructions of the virtuous and 
excellent Grand Vizier, 

Presented the case of Taqi al Din to the Shahinshâh, 
Not by submitting a petition but by obtaining an audiance 

for his own gracious self. 
70. The Sultan granted Taqi al Din an estate, 

And through benevolent actions increased his dignity. 
Taqi al Din, in turn, in the manner of Na~ir al Din and 'Ali 

Qushj 

Immediately set in motion the matter of building the Ob-
servatory (or, of making observations). 

As he set about to do this on the supreme royal authority, 
God's aid and support were with him in all his undertakings. 

Whatever he wished to have in the way of technical equipment 
Was produced with great promptness and ease. 

If the object sought by him was in the heavens, 

He immediately found his way from the Fish beneath the 
earth to Arcturus, 

75. And in case he stood in need of subterranean treasures and 
mines, 

The Fish would immediately make its appearance from 
underneath the Cow (which supports the earth). 
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In short, the required instruments all became ready. 
They were, with their brass and copper sections, of great 

perfection. 
Taqi al Din completed the armillary sphere as well as the mural 

quadrant, 
And likewise, the instrument for measuring azimuths and 

altitudes which was of large dimensions. 
The fourth instrument is the parallactic rule, 

And there is also the ruler-quadrant with two holes, 
And the corded instrument whose construction was happily 

timed. 
The mushabbaha bi'l mandtiq too fig~~red among this array 

of observational instruments. 
80. The latter instrument was non-existent before our day, 

Taqi al Din invented it, deriving it from the Almagest. 
No one else had previously made such a beautiful design 

In this wonderful branch of science. 
When all the needed equipment and materials became ready, 

A convenient place was sought as the site of the Observatory. 
In the Frankish Galata Saray district 

They chose a turqoise field for this purpose. 
A purse of gold was set aside for the undertaking 

And all expenditures were registered in a book. 
85. Venetian Ducats 5  were spent like sand 

For the construction of the main part of the sturdy building. 
And to that sumptuous geometrical structure 

Much luster was added through brass and copper. 
When, first in order, the armillary sphere was cast, 

They suspended its ring, like the moon from the vault of 
the heavens. 

And they also built a small-scale observatory 
In the vicinity of the main building. 

In it fifteen distinguished men of science 
Were in readiness in the service of Taqi al Din. 

5  The "Frankish Florine" of the text apparently refers to Venetian Ducats 
I. H. Uzunçar~~l~, Osmanl~~ Devleti Te~kilât~nda K apukulu Ocaklar~, yol. ~ , Ankara ~~ 943, 
p. (466.). 
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go. In the observations made with each instrument 
Five wise and witty men of science cooperated : 

There were two or three observers, and the fourth was the clerk, 
And there was also a fifth person who performed miscella-

neous work. 

People of discernment found out with the help of the armillary 
sphere 

Ali the positions of stellar bodies in latitude and longitude. 
With the mural quadrant the declination of the sun was ascer-

tained, 

And other distances from the equator were also determined. 6  

With the help of the instrument for measuring azimuths and 
altitudes, 

Angles of elevation were recorded by astronomers who 
worked together. 

95. The intricate and complex aspects of the motions of Mercury 
and Venus, 

Which are caused by the revolution of the aged ecliptic, 
As well as the angles of elevation and the zenith distances 

Were checked and confirmed with the ruler-quadrant. 

They also took measurements 
With the parallactic rule and the diopter; 

With the former all angles of elevation 
And also the parallax of the moon were determined, 

And as to the latter, by the help of this instument 
The dimensions and distances of the stellar bodies were 

recorded in an orderly manner. 

~~ oo. The corded instrument was by no means in the background 
either, 

For with its help the points of the equinoxes were correctly 
determined. 

Moreover, with the help of the mushabbaha, 

And thanks to very carefully made observations, 
The radius of Venus' epicycle, in the third firmament, 

Became known with great precision. 

6  See above, p. 2g and note 39. 
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And with the help of careful measurements and corrections 
made with the clock, 

The ascensions7  of the stellar bodies were f~xed. 
With the firm and specially chosen ruler, 

That wonderful ruler to which the astronomers give the 
name "sanidi", 

105. Ali the symbols and signs of astronomical instruments 
Became extremely accurate. 

Taqi al Din started full-scale observations in the year 985, 
With all necessary preparations of major and minor impor- 

tance. 

And may God bring it to cmpletion 
With the magnificent authority of Sultan Murad. 

Serve, then, the life-giving wine, oh cup-bearer, 
And eclipse the glory of the world-revealing cup, 

So that we may enjoy a fresh and new exuberance 
And untangle knots from the Pleiades. 

IN TRODUCTION 

H°. The creator of the luminous gems of the firmament, 
The conceakr of the sun and the moon, 

The exhibitor of the impetuosity of the lightning and thunderbolt, 
The creator of the dispositions of stars indicating good 

fortune and ili omen, 
The carrier of the moon to its initial phase and to the last lunation, 

The rescuer of the world from the danger of ignition, 
The reliever of the solar body from its eclipse, 

The reviver of the lunar luster after each obscuration, 
The untiring unraveller of knots 

From the nodes in apogees and perigees 
115. Has revealed his power to such an extent 

That he has exhibited his creative ability in every direction. 
Ile has at times brought forth light out of the darkness, 

And on other occasions he has caused the sun to emerge 
out of obscurity. 

For the meaning of malla`, see, E. Wiedemann, Zur Astranomie bei den Arabern, 

Beitriige , I X, Sitzungsberichte 	1906, yol. 38, p. ~~ 92- ~~ g3. 
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He has made the night-time follow the day, 
And thus the bright day, in its turn, has become a trailer 

of the night. 
During the night-time he has increased the brilliancy of the 

planets, 
And has enhanced the glory of the day with the glowing sun. 

He has caused the seven planets and the countless fixed stars 
To embody and reveal boundless wisdom. 

12o. And with the influences of each one of the stellar beings 
He has brought into existence many wonderful things. 

Likewise, he has created many situations indicating, 
To intelligent people, good and ili omen, through the 

science of the stars. 

CONCERNING THE APPEARANCE OF A FIERY 
STELLAR BODY 

A stili more remarkable thing is that, through the ignition of 

vapor, 
And as an occurrence pertaining to the fiery phenomena 

of the high regions, 
A strong flame referred to as the "seven sinister things" ,8  

One of those stellar bodies of quick vengeance, called comet, 
Suddenly appeared, on the first night of Ramaçlân, 

And shone with a strong and clear light. 
125. Passing through the nine sections of the ephemeral world 

In the year 985 of Hegira, 
Like a turban sash over the Ursa Minor stars, 

It soared like the sun for many nights. 
Through it the night of the Moslems became blessed, 

And its light was world-pervading like that of the full- 
-moon. 

In the apogee of the firmament it remained for forty days, 
And sent a gush of light from the east to the west. 

As its appearapce was in the house of Sagittarius, 
Its arrow promptly fell upon the enemies of the Religion. 

8 1 have not been able to establish the meaning of this expression. 
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~~ 3o. At the end its longitude and latitude were in Aquarius 
And its descent and disappearance coincided with that 

watery sign. 
As its tail extended in the direction of the east, 

It discharged its inauspiciousness like a scorpion upon the 
enemies. 

The wise and sagacious man of learning, Taqi al Din, 
The virtuous and illustrious man of wisdom, 

Worked for many nights without food and rest 
To determine the implications of the appearance of this 

fiery body. 

As he was helped by God in his endeavors, 
He quickly wrote the astrological indications and presented 

them to the Shahinshâh. 

135. He said, "Oh world-swaying King! 
The candle of your pleasant society shafl be resplendent. 

There are joyful tidings for you concerning the conquest of 
Persia, 

For the foe is lying, with failing breath, on the ground. 
The appearance of such a sublime flame 

Is for this realm an indication of well-being and splendor, 
But for Persia it is a bol t of misfortune, 

And its guide is the Tradition that "wickedness is from 
over there" (i.e., from the East). 9  

As he had made a pleasing forecast for the occasion, 
He received kindness and benefits from the King of the 

World. 

DECREE CONCERNING THE ABOLISHMENT OF 
THE OBSERVATORY 

~~ 4o. At this time, all of a sudden, the Potentate who is the defender 
of the Religion 

Spoke thus to his astronomer, Taqi al Din : 
"People of learning have made inquiries concerning this : 

Oh you witty man of conscientiousness and perfection, 

9  See Turkish translation, note g. 

Belleten C. XX. 31 
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Inform me once more on the progress and the results of observ- 
ations. 

Have you untangled knots from the firmament in a hair- 
-splitting manner?" 

Taqi al Din answered, "In the Zij of Ulugh Bey 
There were many doubtful points, oh exalted King; 

Now through observations the tables have been corrected, 
And out of grief the heart of the foe has writhed and twisted 

into coils. 
145. From now on, order the abolishment of the Observatory, 

To the consternation of the ill-wishers and the jeaolous." 
The King of Kings summoned the Head of the Halberdiers of 

his body guard 
And gaye him instructions concerning the demolition and 

the abolishment of the Observatory. 
Orders were giyen that the Admiral 

Should immediately rush to the Marine Ordnance Division 
And that they should at once wreck the Observatory, 

And pull it down from its apogee to the perigee. 

THE DEPARTURE OF THE HEAD OF THE 
HALBERDIERS AND THE ADMIRAL FOR THE 

OBSERVATORY, AND ITS ABOLISHMENT 

As the Head of the Halberdiers set out to go to the Observatory. 
The news reached the Admiral also. 

150. The Marine Ordnance Division too received the orders 
And made haste and quickly joined the Admiral. 

The Head of the Halberdiers 3,vas accompanying the Admiral, 
And with them were the leaders of the Marine Ordnance 

Division; 
Both these renowned persons had presented themselves on the 

scene 
Upon the orders of the exalted Sovereign. 

They pulled the Observatory up by the roots 
And made subside all the work concerning the firmament. 

The armillary sphere was uprooted from its foundation, 
And the instruments were broken and the nails were pulled 

out. 
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155. Nothing remained of the Observatory but name and memory; 
And verily, the fate of the world itself shall be a similar one. 

AN ELEGANT REMARK 

When a thing is of no permanence and is devoid of stability 
How can people of sagacity be favorably disposed toward it? 

Savants of wisdom, and people of virtue and perfection, 
Men of the world, and those of holy and contemplative 

life, all alike, 
Have passed away without having derived anything from the 

treasures of this world and their guarding-dragon 
(the ephemeral world). 

In fact, they have tasted poison after having had honey. 
And he who resorted to antidotes was likewise unable 

To save his life from the sting of the predestined time of 

death. 
16o. If you come to possess the Hermetic wisdom, 

Your thread of intellect will declare itself insufficient to 
cope with the mystery of life. 

If you pluck a needle-like lash from your inner eye 
And thread that needle with the fibre-like intellect 

Then, like the Prophet Idris, dedicate yourself to the art of 
sewing, 

You stili shall not be able to prepare and complete the 
gown of esteem and influence. 

A BIT OF GOOD ADVICE 

If you were favored with a life comparable in length to that 
of Noah, 

Stili your being would suffer from preoccupations of this 
kind. 

In the labyrinth of this existence of short duration 
Do not close your eye of circumspection out of greediness 

and appetite. 
165. Do not make decisions concerning the affairs of the firmament. 

For who, beside God, knows the gait and the revolution 
of the heavens? 

The influences of the higher spheres and their appearances 
Are, without any doubt, innumerable. 
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Plato who was the master of these arts 

Was bewildered in the face of such thoughts. 

Aristotle, Hippocrates, and Socrates too, 

Departed from this world while stili guarding silence in 

these matters. 

They dug wells and spent much effort, 

They wrapped up the infant-intellect in the cradle (giving 

it the best care so that it should grow up); 
~~ 7o. Out of discernment and sagacity, they sought to attain 

To the culmination of Capella, by descending to the bottom 

of the well. 

They were unable, however, to penetrate that mystery 

Which extends from the inner depths of the earth to the 

ninth sphere. 

What hope then can you have of uncovering all these matters, 

That you make diversions from the surface of the earth and 

indulge in celestial affairs. 

Come, let us get away from this egotism and wrangling; 

For the old decrepit world is monstrously tricky and 

deceptive. 
Beware of her, for she may put our affairs into confusion, 

And this warm gathering of ours may become chilly and 

cold. 
175. When the affair concerning the Observatory was brought to 

completion, 

And it was torn from its foundation and its traces were 

obliterated, 
All people of faith prayed for the mighty King; 

For he had caused the performance a deed which was in 

accordance with the Law of the True Religion. 


